
Steve Jobs has since quite a while ago appeared to be overwhelming. He's the visionary 

who presented to us the iPhone and the Macbook, the virtuoso behind Pixar's 

industry-evolving films, the CEO with faultless style – to put it plainly, a man who used a 

practically exceptional impact over society.  

 

In any case, notwithstanding his significant commitments to our advanced scene, he was 

additionally a person with fears and blemishes simply like the remainder of us.  

 

These squints incorporate an unvarnished look at Jobs, given by his firstborn youngster, Lisa 

Brennan-Jobs. However, they additionally offer more than that. Beginning with how her folks 

met and finishing with her dad's demise, these squints are additionally a narrative of what it 

resembled to carry on with a real existence torn between two families in 1990s California. 

 

The on-and-off relationship of Lisa's folks finished in an 

unexpected pregnancy.  
 

It was the spring of 1972. Steve Jobs was in his senior year at Homestead High School, in 

Cupertino, California, and he'd quite recently met Chrisann Brennan, a lesser. On 

Wednesday nights, in the secondary school quad, Chrisann would help a gathering of 

companions who were making a claymation film. On one of these nighttimes, 

seventeen-year-old Steve moved toward her with a sheet of paper in his grasp.  

 

He'd composed the verses to Bob Dylan's "Tragic Eyed Lady of the Lowlands." He gave 

Chrisann the paper and, for some odd reason, advised her to return it to him when she was 

finished. He returned on consequent Wednesdays, holding candles between takes for 

Chrisann so she could add to illustrations for the film.  

 

Along these lines started Chrisann and Steve's on-once more, off-again relationship. It would 

last almost six years.  

 

In that first year, they began to look all starry eyed at. One of Steve's greatest signals was to 

confront Virginia, Chrisann's mom, who was influenced by distrustful schizophrenia and was 

winding up progressively unhinged and brutal. She'd begun telling the neighbors that 



Chrisann engaged in sexual relations with puppies and had blamed her little girl for playing 

the recorder since it took after a penis.  

 

In the mid-year, Chrisann and Steve moved into a lodge together, paying the lease with the 

cash Steve and his companion Steve Wozniak earned from making and selling "blue boxes" 

– unlawful gadgets that, when held up to a telephone's recipient, transmitted a progression 

of tones that tricked telephone organizations into putting calls through for nothing.  

 

In the fall, Steve left for Reed College in Oregon. In any case, he was directionless, and he 

dropped out after about a large portion of a year. Chrisann, in the interim, had started dating 

another person, and the relationship went to pieces absent much discussion.  

 

At the point when Steve understood that Chrisann had basically dumped him, he was 

profoundly vexed.  

 

Around two years after the fact, they got back together, and Chrisann began working in the 

pressing division of the early organization that Steve had begun with Wozniak – an 

organization they'd named Apple.  

 

Be that as it may, Chrisann was miserable. Without a doubt, she'd been wanting to leave 

Steve, who was volatile, however, an accidental pregnancy put a wrinkle in her 

arrangements. Unbeknownst to her, her body had rejected the preventative she was 

utilizing, an intrauterine gadget.  

 

At the point when Steve discovered, he was angry and kept running from the room.  

 

Steve Jobs was not at Lisa's introduction to the world and 

he was not willing to concede paternity. 
 

"It's not my child," Steve rehashed. It was 1978, and Steve had quite recently landed on the 

homestead in Oregon where, a couple of days sooner, Chrisann had brought forth an infant 

young lady. Steve was there to meet the youngster he demanded wasn't his, notwithstanding 

voicing this to the general population assembled at the homestead.  

 



In any case, before he left, Steve helped Chrisann pick a name. They conceded to Lisa.  

 

In the next years, Steve kept on denying paternity, and Chrisann was compelled to raise Lisa 

alone. She went on welfare, making a touch of additional cash as an afterthought with 

housecleaning and waitressing employments. Steve once in a while visited and gave no 

considerable monetary help.  

 

In 1980, the head prosecutor of San Mateo County, California, sued Steve. The claim, 

started by the state for Chrisann's sake, required he pay youngster support. The state 

likewise looked for repayment of Chrisann's welfare installments.  

 

Once more, Steve guaranteed he wasn't the dad. In any case, after a DNA test, there was 

little uncertainty. The possibility that Steve was Lisa's dad came to 94.4 percent, the most 

noteworthy outcome feasible for the instruments of the time.  

 

For quite a long time, the case delayed. Be that as it may, at that point, all of a sudden, 

Steve's legal advisors started hurrying it to a nearby. Rather than $385, Steve consented to 

pay $500 every month in kid support, just as medical coverage until Lisa's eighteenth 

birthday celebration. He additionally repaid the state for all Chrisann's welfare installments.  

 

It before long turned out to be clear for what reason he'd been so anxious to take care of 

these monetary potential issues: Apple opened up to the world four days after the case's 

finish, and Steve Jobs was all of a sudden worth two hundred million dollars.  

 

Legitimately, Steve Jobs was Lisa's dad – yet that didn't prevent him from denying it. At the 

point when Lisa was a grown-up, she discovered that, when she was youthful, Steve had 

conveyed an image of her in his wallet. At gatherings, he would take it out and state, "It's not 

my child. Yet, she doesn't have a dad, so I'm endeavoring to be there for her."  

 

Lisa venerated her dad and moved in with him the hereafter 

with her mom ended up illogical. 
 

"I have a mystery," Lisa murmured. "My dad is Steve Jobs."  

 



Lisa was eight years of age and she'd as of late exchanged from a tuition-based school to a 

state-funded school in Palo Alto, California. She should reveal her dad's character because 

of fears that she may be grabbed. Be that as it may, the impulse to come to clean quite often 

demonstrated excessively incredible.  

 

Her new school companions saw her, astounded. One of them asked that's identity.  

 

Despite the fact that his name wasn't commonplace on the play area, Steve was a significant 

nearness in Lisa's cognizance. He was a multimillionaire, a spearheading, semi-otherworldly 

individual – a far off purpose of light in her generally troublesome existence with her mom.  

 

Chrisann unmistakably cherished her little girl. They routinely went skating together and 

keeping in mind that on one of these excursions, Lisa recalls Chrisann suddenly 

pronouncing that she was actually the little girl she needed. Furthermore, on numerous 

events, she would declare that she didn't just love Lisa; she additionally preferred her.  

 

In any case, Chrisann likewise felt ruined, as if parenthood had stopped her life. Cash was 

tight. She had no dear companions. Associations with sweethearts never worked out. Then, 

the dad of her kid was being highlighted in Time magazine, where he indicated that Lisa 

could be the offspring of any number of men. These aggregate disappointments flooded in 

startling episodes.  

 

Once, while driving in the downpour, Chrisann began shouting obscenities at the windshield 

and speeding, however, permeability was low. Lisa, who was four at the time, sat quietly 

close to her, petrified. Whenever upset, Chrisann would fault Lisa for her shocking life, 

throwing offending sobriquets at her little girl and regretting the day of her introduction to the 

world. She would holler that having a tyke had been an error.  

 

When Lisa turned thirteen, the circumstance had turned out to be desperate, and authorities 

from her school called Steve, advising him that in the event that he didn't take her in they 

would be compelled to call social administrations.  

 

At the point when Lisa discovered that she'd live with Steve and his new family, it felt like a 

dream work out as expected. The mystery she'd valued as a kid would at long last be out in 



the open, and her life, until now so unglamorous, would be changed as by the tap of an 

enchantment wand. Or on the other hand, so she accepted.  

 

Lisa attempted, with little achievement, to turn out to be a 

piece of Steve's new family. 
 

"Would you like to change your name?" Steve Jobs inquired.  

 

Lisa had as of late moved in with her dad and his better half, Laurene. Steve's inquiry left the 

blue, as they were going in the corridor.  

 

"Change it to what?" she inquired. "My name," he answered. At first, she thought he signified 

"Steve." But then she made sense of the signified "Occupations." The inquiry gave her 

respite – for different reasons.  

 

One of Steve's requirements for Lisa's living with him was that she not see her mom for a 

half year. To a specific degree, Lisa felt that she'd deserted Chrisann. A difference in the 

name would add selling out to deserting. At last, she kept her mom's name and took Steve's, 

as well, interfacing them with a hyphen – Brennan-Jobs.  

 

Her choice satisfied Steve, however it in no way, shape or form qualified her for 

extraordinary treatment. In fact, she barely challenged set a foot wrong in her new home. 

While she'd regularly submit clandestine demonstrations of resistance to her mom – 

completing a terrible occupation with the dishes, state, or lazily taking out the waste – she 

steadily did everything her dad asked of her. She cleaned the dishes consistently and would 

take care of Steve and Laurene's infant child, Reed, at whatever point inquired.  

 

Lisa endeavored to charm herself in different ways, as well. While trying to awe her dad and 

meat up her school applications, she devoted herself to her schoolwork and extracurricular 

exercises. She composed an Opera Club and got herself chose as first-year recruit class 

president.  

 

Steve, in the event, that anything, appeared to be disappointed by these endeavors. Her 

school was over an hour away, in San Francisco, and he would not compose after-school 



transportation around her timetable. However, when she remained medium-term with 

companions in the city, he reprimanded her for her absence of responsibility to her new 

family.  

 

In the interim, he denied her of essential comforts, declining to fix the warming in her room or 

supplant her bike when it was stolen, however, it was her solitary methods for transport. At 

the point when Lisa was growing up, Steve had been an irregular nearness, now and then 

appearing at watch a film or take her skating, once in a while staying endlessly for a 

considerable length of time. She'd trusted that living with him would unite them. Presently, in 

an odd unforeseen development, he regularly blamed her for being the person who would 

not like to be a piece of his family.  

 

Lisa trusted being admitted to Harvard would bring her up in 

her dad's regard and give a getaway from his analysis. 
 

One morning, Steve and Laurene stirred to discover sheets of paper taped over within their 

home's foyer windows. The equivalent energized words were composed over each sheet, in 

all tops: "I GOT IN. I GOT IN. I GOT IN."  

 

Steve didn't have a clue what the papers implied, so Laurene clarified, "She's into Harvard."  

 

Lisa had discovered before that morning, subsequent to calling the Harvard confirmations 

hotline at 4:30 a.m., which was 7:30 a.m. EST.  

 

Neither he nor Laurene had helped Lisa set up her Harvard application.  

 

Not that Steve had different designs for Lisa. In the event that anything, he appeared to be 

sure she wouldn't add up to much. "The thing is," he said once while he and Lisa were 

remaining in the kitchen, "you have no attractive abilities." And one of his running jokes was 

to point to a specific bar, Ruby's, which the family routinely drove past, and state, "That is the 

place Lisa is getting down to business." eventually, Lisa made sense of it was a strip club.  

 

To Lisa, induction to Harvard appeared to be a kind of panacea. It demonstrated she was 

shrewd, deserving of respect and regard. Moreover, it would give her another East Coast 



life, a long way from her provoking, sensitive dad. Having an inevitable school, Steve didn't 

have a favorable opinion of advanced education. As he would like to think, the school was a 

spot for individuals without inventive vision.  

 

The four years going before her acknowledgment to Harvard hadn't been simple for Lisa. 

Steve's corresponds irritated, yet progressively agonizing was the tenacious sentiment of 

depression. At the point when Lisa was seventeen, Steve and Laurene joined her amid one 

of her treatment sessions. "I'm feeling awfully alone," Lisa stated, and, after an endless 

quietness, broke into tears. "We're simply cool individuals," Laurene said.  

 

Steve made endeavors at thoughtfulness. He once gave Lisa one of his organization's PCs 

(a NeXT work area), however, when it wouldn't turn on, he removed it and didn't supplant it. 

He agreed to pay her Harvard educational cost, however hesitantly – and before she left, he 

got her another Armani coat.  

 

Afterward, he disclosed to Lisa something she could never have speculated without anyone 

else – that her secondary school years when she'd lived with him and his family, had been 

his most joyful ones.  

 

Steve and Lisa quit talking after she rejected to go to the 

carnival with him and Laurene. 
 

The mid-year before Lisa's senior year at Harvard, Steve requested that her go to the 

bazaar. Lisa was back in California, remaining at Steve's home, yet on the day he called her, 

she was with her mother, Chrisann, who was getting ready supper. Lisa's association with 

Chrisann was improving. At the time, Lisa was horribly dainty and discouraged and the time 

with her mom felt mending, comfortable and quiet.  

 

She said she couldn't go to Cirque du Soleil with Steve, Laurene, and their child Reed since 

she needed to invest energy with her mom. Steve rehashed what had turned into a kind of 

catchphrase for him: "You're not being a piece of this family." Then he revealed to her that 

on the off chance that she went poorly the carnival, she would need to move out.  

 



Lisa was shocked and hurt. Her mom, who'd been constrained by monetary troubles to move 

into her sweetheart's confined house, couldn't offer her a spot to remain.  

 

In any case, rather than yielding, Lisa reached Steve's neighbors, a couple named Kevin and 

Dorothy who'd offered Lisa graciousness and backing throughout the years.  

 

Kevin was an upstanding, stalwart person. For sure, he'd spared Dorothy from an injurious 

family and wedded her. He revealed to Lisa that she could live with them. While Steve and 

Laurene were at the carnival, Lisa and Kevin stuffed up her things. She left a note for Steve, 

requesting that he call her and saying she adored him, yet she didn't get notification from 

him for the remainder of the late spring.  

 

At the point when the mid-year finished and she came back to Harvard, she found that her 

educational cost charges hadn't been paid. Kevin acted the hero and, in another staggeringly 

excellent motion, demanded that he pay for her last year.  

 

Lisa was very thankful – but, the truth of Harvard and scholarly life kept on missing the mark 

concerning her dreams. In spite of her decent evaluations and her contribution to the school 

paper and abstract survey, she was desolate, as she had been each semester.  

 

After Lisa's refusal to go to the bazaar, Steve quit reacting to her messages and telephone 

calls. He and Lisa floated separated.  

 

Lisa was never certain whether Steve truly thought about 

her – however, she at last taken in his actual sentiments. 

 
 

In 1977 and 1978, before Lisa was born, Steve had started building up another PC, a kind of 

granddad to the Macintosh. It hit the market after she was conceived, and he named it Lisa. 

The PC wasn't a triumph. It was unreasonably costly for the time, and it was soon ceased. 

As a youngster, when she'd wanted to disclose to her school companions the mystery of her 

dad's character, Lisa would once in a while notice that Steve had named a PC after her.  

 



When she moved in with her dad, she'd inquired as to whether it was named after her. His 

reaction was abrupt and unequivocal: "Probably not." Later, with Lisa present, Laurene had 

asked Steve for her sake. Be that as it may, Steve had denied it once more, saying it was 

named after "a former sweetheart."  

 

At the point when Lisa revealed to her mom about Steve's disavowals, she stated, 

"Nonsense." But, on the other hand, Chrisann additionally over and again said that Steve 

adored Lisa more than anything – he simply didn't have any acquaintance with it. When Lisa 

moved on from Harvard, she didn't have the foggiest idea of what to think. Was the Lisa 

named after her or not? Did her dad adore her or not? Did she involve an uncommon spot in 

his heart and life, or would she say she was – as Steve and Laurene's girl Eve said years 

after the fact, "Daddy's mix-up"?  

 

The responses to these inquiries turned out to be clear in the years paving the way to 

Steve's demise. At the point when Lisa was twenty-seven, her dad welcomed her to go along 

with him and his family on a yachting trip in the South of France. At a certain point, he 

declared they'd stop visit a companion.  

 

The companion ended up being Bono, of the band U2. At night, subsequent to appearing 

around his place, Bono began getting some information about the beginning of Apple, and, 

taking a gander at Lisa, he made the inquiry she'd frequently asked herself: "So was the Lisa 

PC named after her?"  

 

Lisa prepared herself for Steve's disavowal – yet it didn't come. "Definitely," he said. "It was." 

Lisa expressed gratitude toward Bono. It was the first run through Steve had said yes.  

 

Steve would be determined to have pancreatic malignancy under three years after the fact, 

and he turned out to be progressively candidly open as his affliction compounded. In bed, in 

the clinic, he once said to Lisa, "I didn't invest enough energy with you when you were nearly 

nothing… Now it's past the point of no return." Crying, he stated, "I owe you one."  

 

Steve passed on before long. After his passing, Lisa's mom came to visit. In spite of the fact 

that despite everything they battled, she and Lisa would turn out to be a lot nearer starting 

here on. "I can feel him here," Chrisann stated, "And, guess what? He's thrilled to be with 

you." 



 

Small Fry by Lisa Brennan-Jobs Book Review 

 
Lisa Brennan-Jobs wasn't brought into the world already spoiled out of her mind. Her youth 

and high school years weren't simple, despite the fact that her dad was an acclaimed 

multimillionaire. After battles with her mom, Chrisann, pulled in the consideration of school 

authorities, Lisa moved in with her dad, Steve Jobs. In any case, life there wasn't a lot 

simpler, and she felt a depression that continued all through her school years. Prior to his 

demise, Steve Jobs voiced his second thoughts that he wasn't increasingly present when 

Lisa was a kid. Amid those years, be that as it may, his desire for closeness was a long way 

from clear. 
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